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Zoho — the free suite of online productivity applications — offers a fantastic set of resources for anyone with Internet access. You can use a state-of-the-art word processor, spreadsheet, database system, or any of many other applications that Zoho offers. Those applications are as powerful as any you’ll find that you install on your computer.

And the best part is that Zoho is free (with the exception of some levels of advanced business computing). As a result, Zoho has taken off in a big way, gaining millions of users. Zoho is part of the cloud computing initiative, where applications and your data stay online. You can access those applications from anywhere there’s an Internet connection, and you don’t have to worry about installing new versions.
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Creative Project ManagementMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	The seven essential tools for keeping projects on time and under budget


	You're executing risk management, leadership, and planning--all hallmarks of outstanding project management. And yet you're still having trouble keeping your projects on schedule.


	Creative Project Management adds two new elements to...
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Exploitation of Linkage Learning in Evolutionary Algorithms (Adaptation, Learning, and Optimization)Springer, 2010

	One major branch of enhancing the performance of evolutionary algorithms is the exploitation of linkage learning. This monograph aims to capture the recent progress of linkage learning, by compiling a series of focused technical chapters to keep abreast of the developments and trends in the area of linkage. In evolutionary algorithms, linkage...
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Core J2EE Patterns: Best Practices and Design Strategies, Second EditionPrentice Hall, 2003
Developers often confuse learning the technology with learning  to design with the technology. In this book, senior architects from the Sun Java  Center share their cumulative design experience on Java 2 Platform, Enterprise  Edition (J2EE) technology.
The primary focus of the book is on patterns, best practices,  design...
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SAP SRM Advanced CCM Cookbook: Requisite Catalog and SAP CCM Configuration and ManagementEquity Press, 2005
Very soon after publishing the SAP SRM Advanced EBP Cookbook in April 2005, I realized that there is a great need for easy to access, easy to read information about SAP SRM’s Catalog management tools. This book is the answer to the many requests for information about catalog content management tool from SAP and also requests for information...
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Getting Started with Arduino (Make: Projects)Make Books, 2008

	This valuable little book offers a thorough introduction to the open-source electronics prototyping platform that's taking the design and hobbyist world by storm. Getting Started with Arduino gives you lots of ideas for Arduino projects and helps you get going on them right away. From getting organized to putting the final...
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HP ProLiant Servers AIS : Official Study Guide and Desk ReferencePrentice Hall, 2004
  			The all-in-one HP ProLiant best-practice reference and HP Certified Professional AIS prep guide  		

Covers hardware, operating systems, storage, and much more

Authored by members of the HP ProLiant AIS and ASE...
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